Built for Developer Workflows
Lift provides developers feedback the same way their teammates do — as comments in code review. No more laundry lists of issues to pore over after the fact. Just the issues you need to care about, right where you want to see them, and at the moment you can most easily fix them.

Sonatype Lift is an innovative code quality analysis platform built to help developers find and fix critical security, performance, reliability, and style issues in their code.

Most legacy code analysis processes include lightweight scanning tools that produce countless false positives and security teams that perform deeper code analysis after all the development work is done, creating a massive list of issues that rarely get addressed. The combination of these variables leaves bugs unfixed, code unsecured, and causes friction between Dev and Sec teams.

Sonatype Lift overcomes the challenges of conventional code analysis tools by automatically analyzing each developer pull request and reporting bugs and vulnerabilities as comments in code review — where developers are 70x more likely to fix bugs.

Breadth and Depth of Coverage
All your favorite analyzers, pre-configured to suit your needs. Lift integrates 24+ code analyzers that go beyond traditional linting to perform deep code analysis to catch critical performance and reliability issues. In addition to code quality, Lift finds security vulnerabilities in both your third-party open-source code and first-party source code in a wide variety of coding languages including Java, JavaScript, Python, Go, and Ruby.
Sonatype is the leader in developer-friendly, full-spectrum software supply chain management providing organizations total control of their cloud-native development lifecycles, including third-party open source code, first-party source code, infrastructure as code, and containerized code. The company supports 70% of the Fortune 100 and its commercial and open source tools are trusted by 15 million developers around the world. With a vision to transform the way the world innovates, Sonatype helps organizations of all sizes build higher quality software that’s more aligned with business needs, more maintainable, and more secure.

Sonatype has been recognized by Fast Company as one of the Best Workplaces for Innovators in the world, two years in a row and has been named to the Deloitte Technology Fast 500 and Inc. 5000 list for the past five years. For more information, please visit Sonatype.com or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn.

Less False Positives = More Fixing
Lift is pre-tuned to eliminate false positives, and uses machine learning to measure which bugs developers fix most. Lift is constantly getting smarter, delivering more accurate results over time, and building trust with your developers. This fast and reliable feedback makes developers happy and more productive.

Fast and Flexible Deployment
Lift is simple to install, with 2-5x faster scan results. Both SaaS and self-hosted options allow Lift to work with any business or deployment model. Install Lift on your cloud repositories in minutes, or use modern containerized architecture like Kubernetes and Open Shift to easily deploy and scale Lift in your datacenter or cloud environment.

Key Benefits of Sonatype Lift
- Higher quality and actionable results across a broad range of security, performance, reliability, and style issues.
- Built for developers with peer code review and pull request workflows.
- Complements enterprise SAST tools with fewer issues to fix downstream, leveraging the investment by security teams.
- One-click installation for cloud-environments, and enterprise capabilities for self-hosted deployments.